In this paper we present a new interactive tool for computing orthogonal grid drawings of planar graphs. The tool is based on GDToolkit, an object-oriented library of classes for handling graphs and computing their layout. GDToolkit is built on LEDA (an e cient library of data types and algorithms) and currently implements three orthogonal layout methods. Especially, we provide a new branch-and-bound algorithm choosing a planar embedding in order to minimize the number of bends. The enumeration schema of the branch-and-bound algorithm is based on the GDToolkit SPQR-tree class (as far as we know, the only existing SPQRtree implementation). The tool o ers an interactive graphical interface to the branch-and-bound algorithm, which allows to edit the embedding, to execute the algorithm step by step and to view partial results. It also gives quality measures on the drawing, and quantitative measures on the algorithm's perfomance.
Introduction
The graph drawing research has received increasing attention recently. Variuos graphic standards have been proposed to draw graphs, in order to t speci c application elds. An extensive literature on the subject can be found in 2]. Several libraries of data structures and algorithms supporting graph drawing have been developed, e.g. LEDA 11] , Tom Sawyer Graph Layout Toolkit 16] and GraphBase 10] . Many graph visualization and editing systems are also available, e.g. Diagram Server 3], daVinci 5], Graphlet 8], GIOTTO3D 7] .
This paper is about orthogonal grid drawing of 4-planar graphs (i.e. planar graphs with degree of the vertices at most 4). An orthogonal grid drawing places each node and each bend on a di erent point of the grid, (i.e. de nes integer coordinates for each of them) and maps each edge into a chain of horizontal and vertical segments.
Orthogonal grid drawings are widely used for graph visualization in many applications, including database design (entity-relationship diagrams) software engineering (data ow-diagrams) and circuit design (circuit schematics).
A very elegant algorithm 14] allows to generate, in polynomial time, orthogonal grid drawings with the minimum number of bends of a planar graph, within the given embedding. Unfortunately, the bends-minimization problem over all the possible planar embeddings is NP-complete 6].
We propose an interactive tool, GRID, implementing a new algorithm for computing orthogonal drawings with the minimum number of bends. We call this algorithm Slow Orthogonal, due to exponential time needed by the computation. It is based on a branch-and-bound technique with an e cient enumeration schema of the planar embeddings and several new methods for comuputing lower bounds of the number of bends. Slow selects the best embeddings taking advantage of an SPQR-tree 4], a data-strucure representing the decomposition of the given graph into its triconnected components. As far as we know, GDToolkit (available at www.inf.uniroma3.it/people/gdb/wp12/) is the only library currently providing an SPQR-tree class. A complete description of the Slow Orthogonal algorithm, with experimental results, can be found in 1].
GRID also provides two classical algorithms 14, 15] which compute an orthogonal drawing preserving the given embedding.
The user can select the algorithm that is better suitable for his needs in terms of a compromise between e ectiveness and e ciency or/and to compare the results produced by the Slow Orthogonal against those produced by classical algorithms. A complete description of the GRID tool is given in the next section.
GRID: Graph Interactive Drawer
In this section we describe the main features of GRID, along with some extensions we plan to implement in the near future.
The tool provides a user-friendly graph editor ( Fig. 1 ). You can create/edit a multi-graph drawing, apply one of the available layout algorithms on the underlying graph, and edit again the resulting drawing. In particular, a new layout algorithm, Slow Orthogonal, is available in the tool, which allows to compute an orthogonal drawing with the minimum number of bends; all the tool's features with respect to this algorithm are described in the next subsection. In addition, GRID provides two classical layout algorithms: Quick Orthogonal computes an orthogonal layout of the graph, using a heuristic method to reduce the number of bends within the given embedding 15]. Optimal Orthogonal computes an orthogonal layout of the graph in polynomial time O(n 2 log n), minimizing the number of bends within the given embedding. We implemented a minimum cost ow algorithm searching minimum cost paths with the Dijkstra algorithm, as described in the original paper of Tamassia 14] .
Features of the Slow Orthogonal algorithm
The Slow Orthogonal algorithm computes an orthogonal layout with the minimum number of bends by applying the Optimal Orthogonal algorithm while exploring all the relevant embeddings with a branch-and-bound approach. This algorithm takes advantage of new lower-bounds recently found 1] for the number of bends of an orthogonal drawing.
The tool o ers several features you can use freely and interactively, according to the graph you want to draw/inspect, and to the goals you want to achieve. Neverthless, on a general basis, you are likely to cycle on a sequence of operations we describe hereunder.
Create a 4-planar biconnected graph (or load and edit one). Decompose the graph into its triconnected components. Clicking the DE-COMPOSE button, the tools prompts for a reference edge e, then performs a decomposition of the current graph into triconnecetd components. As a result of such a decomposition, an SPQR-tree is built and displayed on a dedicated window. Series, parallel, rigid and Q nodes are respectively drawn as triangles, ellipses, rectangles and circles. Q-nodes display can be disabled when their number makes the SPQR-tree drawing too wide. Evaluate the graph structure by playing with the corresponding SPQR-tree. You can change the root of the SPQR-tree in, simply clicking at the button EVERT. You can display an orthogonal drawing of any S/P/Q/R component by clicking on the corresponding SPQR-tree node: a dedicated window pops up displaying the skeleton subgraph and highlighting with di erent colors the separation-pair (orange nodes), virtual (green) and non-virtual (black) edges (Fig. 3. a) . You can cycle across all the possible embeddings of a given skeleton, with respect to its reference edge, and thus, changing the currently planar embedding of the graph. Please note that the skeleton of a rigid component has only two possible embeddings ( ipping around the separation-pair), while the skeleton of a parallel component has a number of embeddings equal to the number of the possible permutations of its non-reference edges.
Optionally adjust the parameters a ecting the Branch-and-Bound embedding search. You can adjust several parameters according to the graph structure, in order to reduce the search time. You can decide to compute the upper bounds in a non-repetitive way or in a random way, and you can set how to calculate the lower bounds: e cient lower bounds need more computation time, but they very often reduce the search domain more quickly. Please note that all these options can be changed even once the embedding search is started, by pausing it temporarily.
Start the Branch-and-Bound embedding search. Clicking the START button, the Branch-and-Bound embedding search starts. During the embedding search, the SPQR-tree drawing is updated to re ect each search step (animation and printouts, however, can be disabled to minimize the running time). A complete redraw is performed each time a new reference-edge is choosen. Node colors change to re ect the algorithm's embedding choices: each node is yellow, red or green when the embedding of the corresponding skeleton is respectively unkown, xed or under construction (Fig. 3. b) . Given an edge e and its expansion graph G e , the label of e re ects the preprocessing lower-bound available for the number of bends of any orthogonal drawing of G e .
Optionally pause or stop the Branch-and-Bound embedding search. You can optionally pause the search in order to adjust some algorithm parameters. You can also execute the search algorithm step by step, or stop it de nitively when you think the current orthogonal drawing is suitable.
Qualitative and quantitative measures. Once the Branch-and-Bound embedding search is completed, you can display the nal orthogonal drawing, and evaluate the quality and performance measures provided by the tool. The quality measures available are: bends: total number of bends; maxedgebends: max number of bends on an edge; unifbends: standard deviation of the number of edge bends; area: area of the smallest rectangle with horizontal and vertical sides covering the drawing; totaledgelen: total edge length; maxedgelen: maximum length of an edge; uni en: standard deviation of the edge length; screenratio: deviation of the ascpect ratio of the drawing (width/height or height/width) with respect to typical screen ratio (4/3). The performance measures are: cpu time, total number of search tree nodes, number of visited search tree nodes.
Experimenting GRID on a large number of reference graphs, we observed that the layouts computed by Slow Orthogonal tipically have a smaller area (and a smaller number of bends) with respect to the ones computed by Quick and Optimal. (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 ).
Extensions
GRID layout algorithms currently run with 4-planar graphs only. We plan to make them run with nodes of any degree by using, for instance, the expansion techniques cited above. Moreover, the current implementation of the SPQRtrees only supports biconnected graphs; we plan to enhance the SPQR-tree class to make it handle any connected planar graph 4]. Slow Orthogonal, however, can be already applied on all the biconnected components of a graph; this yields a powerful heuristic for reducing the number of bends in connected graphs. 
